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Move over, dude! The Kook’s Guide to Surfing shows what it means to be a real surfer. This
clever, often hilarious guide shares with kooks (those guys on surfboards who just don’t get it
yet) the truths and know-how of a lifelong wave-lover. The secret: surfing responsibly and
sharing the waves. You don’t have to be “too cool for school” to be cool in the water.But surfing
like a pro isn’t just about courtesy, and neither is The Kook’s Guide to Surfing. The ultimate guide
to great surfing, it’s got tips on choosing the right board for the right wave, stances and paddling,
avoiding injuries and staying safe, and—once all that has been mastered—how and where to
show off your skills in the big competitions. Other topics include:First lessons and helpful
tipsPhysical fitnessTypes of wavesSurf etiquetteBuying surfboardsAn index of the best surf
locationsFilled with witty illustrations, a glossary of surfing terminology, and fun “Hey, Kook!”
trivia, The Kook’s Guide to Surfing will turn even the greenest beginners into knockout surfing
pros.
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Global Surf-O-DexINTRODUCTIONSurfing has been around for thousands of years, and more
people surf today than at any time in history. Recent estimates put the number of current wave
riders in the neighborhood of twenty million. Participants come from every walk of life, age, color,
religion, and socioeconomic status. Twenty million seems like a significant number until you
consider that is only around 1/3 percent of all earthlings. To the rest of the world’s population, the
other 99.7 percent, surfing remains misunderstood and misrepresented, and riding waves is
considered a waste of time.Who is to blame for surfing’s bad rap? I say it’s the kooks. In layman’s
terms, a kook is a person who is slightly off-the-wall, or something of a screwball. In surfing
jargon, a kook really doesn’t get it. Beginning surfers are considered kooks, but fortunately
anyone can learn to surf. Having taught three-year-olds just out of diapers and seventy-year-olds
soon to return to diapers, I truly believe that any able-bodied individual can learn to ride waves
on his or her own. Developing proficiency in surfing marks step one on the road out of Kookville,
but we cannot ride these mere skills off into the sunset. Plenty of avid, competent surfers remain
full-fledged kooks. More than a novice at riding waves, a kook behaves in a manner that insults
surfers and non-surfers alike. These people are oblivious to their transgressions and perpetuate



surfing’s negative stereotype. Kooks are the bad apples that spoil the bunch.One trait of a kook
is overuse of the word “dude.” Society pigeonholes the speaker of this word as a surfer faster
than screaming “jihad” marks one as a militant Muslim. A good friend of mine, a total landlubber,
finds a way to fit “dude” into nearly every sentence he speaks. He does not surf, yet people
wrongly label him as such. He gets branded as “that surfer dude” without ever dipping so much
as his little toe in the surf.The surfing stereotype was set in stone with Jeff Spi-coli, the
quintessential stoned surfer played by Sean Penn in the 1982 teen epic Fast: Times at
Ridgemont High. Of the thousands of surfers who I know, most only use the word “dude” to
make a mockery of those who do. Nevertheless, if you surf, society assumes you have no real
job, you make no money, and you spend your days hanging around the beach. I hate the beach,
and the sun for that matter. I tolerate both as necessary evils in order to surf.Thanks to the
perpetuation of surfer as punk, loser, and burnout, surfing has been unable to rise above its
lowly status. I, for one, do not believe that surfers are bums. Therefore, I set out a few years ago
to change the “surfer dude” image. I contacted both the “Dummies” and “Idiots” guides about
publishing a manual for the masses, a book that would explain not just surfing but how to be a
surfer. Both the Dummies and Idiots declined, clinging to the old-school mentality that surfing
was too unconventional to warrant the investment. Surfers, they assumed, do not read books.
Whether surfers read books or not missed the point. Remember, 99.7 percent of the population
does not surf.Surfers cannot be herded into any category. They share an affinity for riding waves,
but beyond that they go their separate ways. Unfortunately, since there are relatively few of us,
we all automatically represent surfing. Our actions, good or bad, define surfing to outsiders.In all
the books I have seen on surfing (and there seems to be a new one published each week), I
have not come across one that adequately explains how to be a responsible surfer as opposed
to how to be a stereotypical surfer. These manuals overemphasize the spiritual and
metaphysical aspects of communing with nature and fail to explain the process in simple terms,
like you would with any other pursuit.My goal is to teach you how to surf, but also to show you
how to be a responsible surfer. How, in other words, not to be a kook.I hope to achieve two goals
with this book. First, I want you to abandon the “legions of the unjazzed,” as ‘60s California icon
Phil Edwards dubbed those people who have not experienced the joys of surfing. Riding waves
is not that difficult. Quit making excuses and get out there. Second, when you surf, be cool. Not
cool as in, “I’m a surfer and I’m too cool for school,” but in terms of being accountable for your
actions and considerate of others. The surf is a crowded place, and there is no room out there
for kooks. I want you to become a responsible, respectable practitioner of the most enjoyable
pursuit on the planet. Who knows, maybe I will see you in the water one day. If so, please don’t
be a kook. I promise to do the same. HOW TO READTHIS BOOKTHIS BOOK IS DIVIDED INTO
SEVEN PARTS.Part I, Basic Surfology, provides an explanation of what surfing is as well as a
step-by-step guide describing how to do it. It also includes important chapters on fitness,
dangers, and etiquette. If you have never surfed, I strongly urge you to read all of Part I before
getting in the water.From there, Parts II and III explore waves and equipment. While not required



reading for your first session, they provide valuable insight. Maneuvers are broken down in Part
IV, followed by Organized Surfing in Part V. Each of these can wait until you have surfed for a
while and are starting to get the hang of it. Finally, Part VI offers a fun collection of lists, followed
by the Appendixes—a surfing glossary and a global surf-o-dex in Part VII.Throughout the book, I
have highlighted certain key information with the icon above. Each of these tidbits points out a
particularly kooky act. Unless you have one of those freaky photographic memories, there is no
way you will remember everything in this book after a single reading. Hopefully some of the
information comes flooding back when you go surfing. Better yet, take it to the beach with you.
Between sessions, you can look up any problems you might be having and figure out how to
correct them. Maybe the next edition will be laminated so you can take it into the water. Until
then, good luck and happy surfing.PART I: BASIC SURFOLOGYCHAPTER 1 - WHAT IS
SURFING?In This ChapterSurfing Defined (Sort Of)Surf StoryWhat a Rush!Surfing for
FitnessSurfing as TherapySurfing as ReligionSurfing LifestyleSurfing CareersSurfing as a
Sport*Warning—Close This Book Immediately . . . or ElseBefore delving into the many facets
of surfing, let me get one thing off my chest. Riding waves represents something different to
each person who does it, and those various perspectives are part of what makes surfing so
interesting. But there is one thing I cannot accept. Clicking a television remote control or a
computer mouse ain’t surfing! These idle pursuits could not be any further removed from the
topic at hand. Nor does the practice of taking advantage of your friends’ generosity by camping
on their love-seat bear any relation to riding waves. These acts have nothing in common with
surfing, and to describe them as such constitutes a sort of blasphemy. So, if you insist on
perpetuating the terms “channel surfing,” “surfing the net,” and “couch surfing,” you are, and
always will be, a kook. Now that you know what surfing isn’t, let’s discuss what it is.FOR THE
RECORD, THIS AUY IS NOT SURFING.Surfing Defined (Sort Of)Most definitions of surfing run
something like this: “The sport of riding atop a surfboard toward the shore along the crest of a
wave.” That explanation misses the mark on several counts. The first issue is whether or not
surfing is a sport. Physical activity, the principle facet of any sport, is highly prevalent with
surfing. Sports, on the other hand, invariably include a set of rules, and this is where things get
fuzzy. Sure, competitive surfing, with its rulebook, exists and has grown leaps and bounds in a
relatively short time. However, for the overwhelming majority of surfers, the only rules that apply
are the laws of physics (except for some particularly acrobatic young surfers who routinely
challenge the law of gravity). We have no time limits, no scoring system, no boundaries, and no
referee. And despite the efforts of some within the surfing industry, we are unlikely to ever see
surfers vying for an Olympic gold alongside every activity that even remotely resembles a
sport.So, if not a sport, can surfing be explained as an act, an occupation, or maybe an art form?
Arguably, it could pass for any of those. Considering how easily several hours can fly by while
you are surfing, perhaps “pastime,” generally defined as any activity that makes time pass
pleasantly, most aptly explains the pursuit of riding waves.The second part of the accepted
definition, “riding atop a surfboard,” makes perfect sense. Of course, there is some debate over



what is or is not a surfboard and whether or not standing up matters, but we will not get into that.
Likewise, I am okay with “toward the shore.” Most surfers tend to ride roughly parallel to shore,
but they usually finish closer to the beach than they were when their ride began. No problems
there.“Along the crest of a wave,” now there is a phrase that has seen better days. Surfers of yore
indeed followed the tapering, top part of a wave to its eventual terminus with the single-
mindedness of a coonhound tailing a pesky varmint. Through the middle part of the twentieth
century, riding “along the crest of a wave” represented nothing less than the ultimate in surfing
performance. A few generations back, that all changed as surfers began exploring a wave’s
every nook and cranny rather than stoically hitching a ride. For those who are just getting the
hang of it or who are physically unable to turn, “along the crest” remains the name of the game.
For everyone else, the notion of zigzagging one’s personal signature along a wave continues to
take surfing further away from its unswerving past. Meanwhile, slotting oneself inside the hollow,
churning innards of a wave, or “getting tubed,” ranks on the top of most any surfer’s list of favorite
things. After experiencing the unequivocal thrill of riding inside the curl, everything else pales in
comparison.Finally, the time spent actually “riding” makes up a miniscule portion of the time
attributed to surfing. Before any riding can take place, one must check the conditions, suit up
and wax up, paddle out, get in line, choose a wave, and catch it. The ride typically measures in
seconds, and after that another hunk of time—typically anywhere from a few minutes to half an
hour—will pass before the next wave is ridden. In the interim, there is more paddling, and often
sitting, waiting, searching, and hoping. That being said, the standard definition fails miserably to
explain surfing. It would take a whole book to do that, which is precisely the reason we are
here.THE TWO MAIN METHODS OF SURFING ARE LONGBOARDING AND
SHORTBOARDING.Surf StoryRight about the time Jesus allegedly strutted across a lake, some
dudes in the South Pacific took the miracle out of walking on water. No one knows for sure when
man first stood atop a board and rode a wave toward the shore, but the event likely happened
over two thousand years ago either in Peru or one of the islands near Tahiti.These cultures were
dependent upon the ocean for their survival and navigated in and out of the surf regularly.
Sooner or later, a fisherman was bound to stroke his canoe into a wave on the way in from work
and stand up to get a better view of the ride. Seeing how much fun he was having, some kids
along the shoreline likely snatched up the canoe and headed out for some fun. As a result,
surfing was born.ENGLISH SEAFARER CAPTAIN JAMES COOK AND CREW AND HIS CREW
BECAME THE WERE THE FIRST OUTSIDERS TO CATCH A GLIMPSE OF SURFING IN
HAWAII.As Polynesians migrated to Hawaii, they found these reef-encircled volcanic islands
perfectly suited for cultivating the pursuit of riding waves. Using solid wooden lanks as long as
18 feet, Hawaiians made surfing an integral part of their religion and culture. British sea captain
James Cook and his crew became the first Westerners to behold surfing during a 1777 visit to
Tahiti. Of one particularly adept waverider, Cook wrote, “I could not help concluding that this man
felt the most supreme pleasure while he was driven on so fast and so smoothly by the sea.” As
Cook sailed into Hawaii’s Kealakekua Bay a few months later, he found that surfers were more



common in these parts than nerds at a Star Trek convention.Tragically, Western diseases
decimated the Hawaiian population within a century of Cook’s arrival, and the scant survivors
were coerced into abandoning the surfing life. Puritanical missionaries visiting Hawaii in the
1800s frowned not only on the frivolity of surfing, but also its skimpy attire and inherent
intermingling of the sexes. By the end of the nineteenth century, surfing was practically dead to
the world.Riding waves owes its eventual rebirth to a few individuals who spread the word that
surfing was worthy of saving. Author Jack London cruised his boat into Hawaii in 1907 and
plunked himself on the sand at Waikiki. There, he met a globetrotting journalist named Alexander
Hume Ford who coaxed the visitor into a surf lesson. London took a beating, but he loved it. He
extolled the virtues of this royal sport for the natural kings of the earth” in a national magazine
article, as well as in a book depicting his travels.ASIDE FROM BEING AN OLYMPIC
CHAMPION SWIMMER AND HOLLYWOOD ACTOR, HAWAIIAN DUKE KAHANAMOKU
(1890-1968) RANKS AS THE FATHER OF MODERN SURFING.Surfing’s own version of
Johnny Appleseed, Duke Kahanamoku, soon emerged from along this same stretch of sand to
spread the word internationally. In the 1912 Olympics in Stockholm, Duke became a national
hero by claiming gold for the United States in the 100-meter freestyle. As comfortable as Duke
was in the pool, his true home was the ocean, and in the years that followed he introduced his
beloved pastime to the rest of the world. Kahanamoku’s regal presence and global
ambassadorship earned him a reputation as the Father of Modern Surfing. The first two world
wars, along with limited and cumbersome equipment, kept the wave riding population in check
for several decades, but a boom was coming.If Duke was surfing’s father, then its mother, it
could be said, was a giggly, unsuspecting teenager from Brentwood, California. In the summer of
‘56, fifteen-year-old Kathy Kohner spent her vacation learning to surf from the guys at Malibu.
Being a girl and something of a midget, she was dubbed “Gidget.” Kohner relayed her surf
stories to her father Frederick, who turned them into a best-selling novel. Once Hollywood got its
hands on Gidget in 1959, surfing exploded into a national phenomenon. It didn’t hurt that around
the same time, garage-built wooden boards were replaced by factories that mass-produced
foam-and-fiberglass boards. Within a few years, the Beach Boys would rightfully proclaim,
“Everybody’s gone surfin’, surfin’ USA.”After the boom, boards became smaller and sleeker, and
surfing spawned offshoots in skateboarding and snowboarding that would eventually eclipse its
popularity. Mainstream America has since embraced the surfing lifestyle for marketing purposes
but still fails to recognize it as much more than a pleasurable diversion.What a Rush!Upon
catching his first wave at Waikiki, Jack London declared feeling “ecstatic bliss” at rushing
through the ocean at such a rapid clip. Unfortunately, a wicked sunburn kept him from returning
to the beach the following day to learn how to stand up, but his experience was nonetheless
breathtaking.That rush of adrenalne is surfing’s hook. The sensation is what snatches newbie
waveriders from the “unjazzed” and instills in them an insatiable addiction for more. “Only a
surfer,” one saying goes, “knows the feeling.”I could fill this entire volume trying to explain “The
Feeling” and still fall flat. Short of physically taking you to the beach and pushing you into a wave,



any description will prove incomplete. Can surfing be compared to shooting down a waterslide?
Not really, considering a waterslide is man-made, prefabricated fun, and thus incomparable.
What about snowboarding? It takes place on a natural surface, but the surface of a mountain,
unless you’re riding an avalanche, isn’t moving like a wave. Bungee jumping? Perhaps the
sensation of weightlessness is similar, but you know in the back of your mind that the cord will
save you. The best comparison might be flying. Not flying in an airplane, but rather Superman-
style. Humans cannot fly, but you can at least imagine what it might feel like.The feeling is
present on wave one, as it was with London, and it’s still there after a lifetime in the water.
Initially, simply catching a wave is enough to capture the feeling, but sooner or later even
something as majestic as riding waves can become humdrum. Fortunately, with each new skill
learned, the feeling returns. Standing up offers a thrill, followed by angling parallel to the wave
and riding it all the way to the sand. Eventually, acquiring that feeling requires catching a bigger
or steeper wave, or perhaps pulling off a new maneuver. On the other hand, a new challenge
can be as simple as trying out a different type of surfboard or traveling to a different place to surf.
The beauty is that no matter how long someone surfs or how proficient one becomes, there is
always something new to learn. The feeling can last forever.Surfing for FitnessExperienced
surfers appear to exert minimal effort during a session. They stroke through the water as if
powered by a motor, barely move their arms when picking off a wave, and seem to beam
themselves all over the water by simply leaning one way or the other. Don’t let them fool you.
Surfing requires massive amounts of energy, especially in the beginning.In the beginning, all the
rigmarole involved in catching a few waves can seem like work, not to mention the ample
opportunities for embarrassment, bodily harm, and ingesting gallons of seawater. But do not
lose sight of the reward, those few seconds of slipping into Superman’s boots and soaring above
Metropolis without a safety net. For the fleeting instant of joy, the work is worth it.There is a flip
side to surfing’s physically demanding nature. Once one grows accustomed to all the paddling
and pushing up and gains some sense of proficiency, the pain disappears. All that remains is the
fun. After a month or so of surfing, you forget that you’re even exercising. You are, of course, and
the subsequent physical benefits are numerous. Find an avid surfer, and what you will have is
one physically fit human being. Weight loss, muscle tone, and improved stamina go hand-in-
hand with riding waves. Surfing burns calories away like nobody’s business. Nothing rouses an
appetite like a few hours in the water. As a result, many a post-session meal rivals that of an NFL
player’s post-game chow-down.Fitness is not a bad reason to take to the water, far better than,
say, learning to surf in order to impress a potential mate or because you think you’d look totally
cool cruising along the strip with a board strapped to the roof. Surfing, after all, provides far more
enjoyment and variety than spin class. And you do not need to make an appointment or pay any
dues. Just show up and paddle out. Your session can last anywhere from half an hour to all day if
you have the energy. The longer you surf, the more physical benefits you will receive.Surfing as
TherapyPerhaps the greatest impact surfing can have on an individual is therapeutic.
Hydrotherapy, or the use of water for soothing pains and treating diseases, dates back to ancient



Asian cultures. While no studies have been conducted regarding the healing powers of riding
waves, most any surfer will contend that there is nothing a good day of surfing won’t cure.Surfing
does not so much allow its participants to forget about their problems as much as it requires
them to do so. Complete focus is a prerequisite to riding a wave. A lack of focus often leads to
disaster. But more than that, an old maxim warns, “Never turn your back on the ocean,” and for
good reason. Ignore the surf, and eventually it will make you pay.The required attention to detail,
rather than having a draining effect on surfers, provides just the opposite. They return to land
utterly refreshed, ready to tackle any obstacle that comes their way. Living in the moment has
long been a tenet of Zen philosophy, and this way of thinking provides clear advantages.Perhaps
Miki Dora, surfing’s iconoclastic Dark Knight of yore, best explained how surfing’s therapeutic
benefits extend beyond boundaries. “My whole life is escape,” Dora raved in the 1990 Film
Surfers: The Movie. “My whole life is this wave. I drop into ‘em, set the whole thing up, pull up the
bottom turn, pull up into it and shoot for my life, going for broke, man . . . and behind me all the
shit goes over my back—the screaming parents, teachers, police, priests, politicians,
kneeboarders, windsurfers. They’re all going over the falls headfirst into the (bleep)ing reef and
I’m shooting for my life and when it starts to close out I pull out through the bottom or out the
back . . . and I pick up another one and do the same goddamn thing.”Surfing as
ReligionSubscribe to it or not, surfing is a religion. Think about it. What is common among all of
the world’s religions? First, a set of beliefs or practices. Surfers believe that waves are for riding,
and they practice their ideas not just on Sunday mornings, but whenever the Supreme Being—
Mother Nature or the Wave God Huey—sees fit to send some surf. The practice includes
customs and rituals—among them praying for and making sacrifices for waves and gathering at
surf movies. It has constructed houses of worship—surf shops. It can bring about spiritual
awakening and inspire practitioners to take up charitable causes such as environmental
conservation. It teaches us about life. It leads many to abandon their previous routines and
reconstruct their entire ways of living—their friends, their jobs—around riding waves. For untold
numbers of surfers, it provides nothing less than salvation.OF COURSE THE BUDDHA
SURFED! HOW ELSE COULD HE HAVE BECOME SO ENLIGHTENED?Surfing’s connection
with religion is nothing new. In pre-contact Hawaii, surfing was so much a part of the culture that
it took on religious significance. Nowadays anyone can throw a credit card on the counter and
walk out of a surf shop with a fresh surfboard, but in the Islands a new stick required some
sacrifice. Kahunas, ancient Hawaiian priests, offered prayers and placed an offering of dead fish
at the base of a tree that would be chopped down and carved into a board.The late Tom Blake,
architect of the surfboard fin and the hollow board in the 1930s, is considered one of surfing’s
holy men. Blake first delved into the religious elements of surfing with his controversial 1969
Surfing magazine article, “Voice of the Wave.” He later carved his most famous mantra,
“Nature=God,” into a boulder in his native Wisconsin. Needless to say, he was a
believer.Perhaps the best argument for surfing as a religion comes from University of Florida
Professor Bron Taylor. In addition to his work as editor-in-chief of The Encyclopedia of Religion



and Nature, Taylor penned a 2007 essay in the Journal of the American Academy of Religion
entitled “Surfing into Spirituality and a New, Aquatic Nature Religion.” In the lengthy article, he
exercises a scholarly lens to establish wave riding as a legitimate creed, arguing that “a
significant part of the evolving global, surfing world can be understood as a new religious
movement in which sensual experiences constitute its sacred center.” Taylor is either correct in
his theory, or he has provided an excuse for people to ditch work and go surfing. One way or the
other, I applaud his efforts.Surfing LifestyleSurfing as a way of life owes its creation to a fateful
1920 meeting in a theater lobby in Detroit. Duke Kahanamoku, already a national hero for his
swimming exploits, stopped in with some Olympic teammates on their way across the country to
watch a newsreel of themselves from the recent games in Belgium. Duke was approached by
many admirers, one of them Tom Blake, then a parentless eighteen-year-old kid who longed to
escape the cold, boring Midwest. They shook hands, and the youngster “felt that somehow he
had included an invitation to me to come over to his own Hawaiian Islands.” Blake jumped at the
imaginary offer and went on to cultivate the nomadic, carefree lifestyle that would become
synonymous with surfing.Over the next couple decades, Blake learned to surf, revitalized
several ancient Hawaiian ideas, revolutionized surfboards and surf rescue, wrote the first book
on surfing (Hawaiian Surfriders, 1935), invented the waterproof camera housing, and
established the lifestyle that surfers lead today. He was smitten by the quiet, simple Hawaiian
way of life, and in his subsequent travels around the mainland he “promoted” the surfing lifestyle.
The hallmarks of Blake’s existence included a healthy diet, ample physical activity in the water,
casual dress, and the freedom to roam.Mainstream America got its first dose of this way of life
with Gidget’s cavorting at Malibu, leading to a nationwide craze that has since intensified. The
“it’s all good” attitude emerged as a beachy teenager mentality, but it is no longer bound by age
or geography. Surfing as a marketing gimmick is used to sell everything from credit cards to
medications for erectile dysfunction. Surf culture is rooted in the love of the ocean, but it has
expanded to include music, fashion, lingo, literature, and movies. The unfortunate part is that
most of the people who buy into the lifestyle with their pocketbooks will never ride a wave. In
other words, they have purchased an idea instead of an experience.Surfing CareersWhile the
growth of the surf industry hardly rates a mention alongside the explosion of the computer
industry during the same period of time, the business of surfing has expanded dramatically,
even exponentially, in the last half-century. Some people may still be surprised to learn that a
surf industry exists at all, and that some of the higher profile companies are traded on the New
York Stock Exchange. In fact, surfing is a multibillion-dollar enterprise that extends far past the
mom-and-pop surf shops nestled away in tiny beach communities.The opportunities for careers
in and around surfing have likewise expanded. Whereas the only occupation associated with
riding waves was once “surfboard builder,” nowadays the list is extensive. Retail surf shops
entered the picture as a potential career choice not long after the demand for mass-produced
boards in the late ‘50s and early ‘60s. Surf apparel followed, and nowadays these companies
employ entire teams of designers, artists, marketers, and salespeople. Surf media has also



grown, providing opportunities in journalism, photography, video, and web design. Other
employment opportunities include surf schools, surf travel, and wave forecasting. And while
many of these positions cannot compete monetarily with other industries, the deficits are more
than made up for in fringe benefits. For a surfer, the chance to continue living the lifestyle at work
is priceless.A CAREER AS A PROFESSIONAL SURFER BRINGS ALONG MANY PERKS.No
career in surfing, or in any other industry for that matter, could possibly equal the life of a
professional surfer. These guys and gals get paid, some of them quite handsomely, to travel to
exotic locations around the world and do what they love to do. They would be surfing whether
someone paid them to or not, so the idea of making a living from it is icing on the cake. Other
than the occasional flight delay, sunburn, or deranged groupie, life doesn’t get any better than
this.Surfing as a SportFor any definition of surfing, “sport” far from covers all the bases. As
you’ve just learned, surfing is more than a game. On the other hand, the sporting aspect is
precisely the point for some surfers, and not merely the pros. Many amateur wave riders, young
and old alike, dedicate themselves to competition. These combatants gladly cough up their
entry fees and spend their weekends in an ongoing pursuit of trophies and bragging rights. They
do not represent a large percentage of all surfers, but their presence in the lineup is
unmistakable. Their aggressive and competitive nature can turn any session into a wave-
catching scrum. We will address the ins and outs of competition in a later chapter, so right now
suffice it to say that some people indeed look at surfing as a sport.Warning—Close This Book
Immediately . . . or ElseIf you are perfectly content with your life as it is, and you are considering
taking up surfing, please don’t. The greatest danger lies not in any physical harm you might incur
in the water but in the addictive nature of riding waves. There is a distinct possibility that you will
get hooked on surfing. When that happens, your life will be turned upside down with all the
intensity of a two-story Pipeline bone-crusher detonating on the razor-sharp reef.
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Boomer1946, “A Great Book For All - Including Baby-Boomers !. A particular group of surfers
(among others) should buy this book. I write of those of us who started surfing in the early
1960's, gave it up less than 10 years later (due to grad school, marriage, mortgages, and kids),
and now are contemplating getting back on a board - even at our (ahem) mature ages. This
book delightfully brings you up to date from the days when every board was a long board
(although we didn't call them that - we called them surfboards -lol), and surf-cams, (let alone the
internet), were not yet invented. Many of the surfing terms we used then are now out-dated. But
have no fear - this book will get you up to speed, and also will remind you of the things you knew
back then, may have forgotten, but still are useful. If this review describes you, buy this book.
Have fun, . . . Boomer1946”

Andrew Peretti, “n. This was a real helpful book and enjoyable to read. The Kook's Guide is
written in plane English; it's like getting advice & tips from your buddy whose been surfing for 20
years. It's a good mix of surf culture as well as technical tips. The goal primarily is to be a better
surfer. But no one wants to look like a dope when they're trying for that first set. Totally funny and
well written.”

Julio Gaviria, “Great book. Very well written. Nice to read. A great book for those of us who have
started surfing late in life.”

Christine Niewiemski, “The Kood's Guide to Surfing. I bought this book for my son Mark for his
birthday. He just loves it because Jason Borte's creative writing and informative illustrations
gives him the confidence to want to start surfing today. He can't wait to ride the waves in
California or Hawaii!”

PillSplitter2, “Four Stars. Have only glanced at it but looks okay”

Park Young-Eob, “Five Stars. good!”

The book by Jason Borte has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 34 people have provided feedback.
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